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Hello Colorado Wheat. 

Hmm. Never thought it possible, but we almost closed 3 weeks in a row basically unable to move, in this 

drought and “nuclear dialogue” environment. Amazing. EXCEPT…July Soybeans, of all things in this war-

dominated headline market…July beans set a new 11-Week Closing High, a new Blue Number. 

Everything else is still rangebound:  

 Dec 

HRW 

July ‘23 

HRW 

 Dec 

corn 

July ‘23 

corn 

Chgo 

wheat 

Springs Jan’23 

soybean 

N ’23 

Soybean 

Crude 

oil 

S&P 

CLOSE KWZ22 KWN23 CZ22 CN23 WZ22 MWZ22 SF23 SN23 CRD22 ES22 

11/04 $9.53 $9.40 $6.81 $6.82 $8.48 $9.55 $14.62 $14.78 $91.45 $3780 

10/28 $9.25 $9.19 $6.81 $6.81 $8.29 $9.45 $14.00 $14.20 $87.90 $3911 

10/21 $9.48 $9.40 $6.84 $6.84 $8.51 $9.62 $14.05 $14.23 $85.05 $3764 

10/14 $9.52 $9.40 $6.90 $6.91 $8.60 $9.54 $13.93 $14.13 $84.65 $3598 

10/07 $9.69 $9.51 $6.83 $6.87 $8.80 $9.68 $13.79 $14.02 $91.35 $3653 

09/30 $9.92 $9.54 $6.78 $6.78 $9.22 $9.82 $13.76 $13.93 $78.72 $3602 

09/23 $9.51 $9.32 $6.77 $6.76 $8.81 $9.49 $14.32 $14.37 $78.25 $3709 

09/16 $9.35 $9.21 $6.77 $6.78 $8.60 $9.39 $14.55 $14.54 $84.75 $3890 

09/09 $9.29 $9.16 $6.85 $6.84 $8.70 $9.28 $14.18 $14.21 $85.75 $4031 

09/02 $8.78 $8.69 $6.66 $6.67 $8.11 $8.91 $14.25 $14.27 $85.90 $3925 

08/26 $8.82 $8.72 $6.64 $6.67 $8.05 $9.14 $14.65 $14.62 $91.55 $4059 

08/19 $8.47 $8.40 $6.23 $6.31 $7.71 $8.87 $14.11 $14.15 $90.44 $4231 

 

There will be a November WASDE update this Wednesday, but I think it will be relatively boring.  

As far as the Russian invasion, I suppose we’ll continue to jerk around based on headlines, although it’s 

becoming ever more apparent the market is a bit “jaded”, having seen and heard crazy stuff, but the 

reality is…so far, the world markets are functioning fairly normally, without huge export trade pattern 

disruptions with prices stuck in a defined trading range. Erdogan gets quite a bit of credit for that. He 

knows Russia has a huge wheat crop that needs to move, and he knows he needs to buy a lot of Russian 

wheat so he can keep making his cheap flour and export it (dump it on the world market says an official 

complaint filed by US Wheat Associates), and so far, he has made it all work, almost just like normal.  
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July beans are this year’s crop, although beans show a carry from November to July, and then invert into 

the next year’s new crop. Here’s July ‘23 – Nov ‘23 beans, at a 78c inverse and…showing an interesting 

trend, looking like a test of old lateral resistance around 93c is coming: 

 

 

This is last year’s July-Nov bean spread…once it broke through resistance in mid-December around 53c, 

it moved to a buck inverse and created a bull flag, and that breakout was good for ANOTHER 80c! 

Wow…let the good times roll, eh? Those were the days! 

 

So fundamentally, how does this year compare to last year? 
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USA soybean supply and demand…shows a tight situation, with an ending stox/use forecast of 4.54% 

and a very high national average farm price of $14.00/bu. Pretty good production, and pretty good 

demand. The crush looks to be a record, and exports above 2 billion bu. 

 

 

Chinese soybean imports seemed to have plateaued, with the upper limit of 99.8 mmt set in 2020, but 

98 million tonnes for 2022/23 is still huge: 

 

Probably a semi-lame statement here… but IF the USA exports more than 2 billion bu of beans, mainly 

because IF China imports 98 million tonnes…then I would not recommend shorting the July-Nov bean 

spread! 

Anyway, there is a new WASDE update coming out this Wednesday. 

 

SOY USA

year 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23

planted 77.2 76.8 83.3 82.7 83.4 90.2 89.2 76.1 83.4 87.2 87.5

harvested 76.2 76.3 82.6 81.7 82.7 89.5 87.6 74.9 82.6 86.3 86.6

yield 39.8 44.0 47.5 48.0 52.0 49.3 50.6 47.4 51.0 51.7 49.8

beginning stocks 169      141      92        191      197      302          438          909      525          257      274      

production 3,034   3,358   3,927   3,926   4,296   4,412       4,428       3,552   4,216       4,465   4,313   

imports 41        72        33        24        22        22           14           15        20            16        15        

supply 3,244   3,571   4,052   4,141   4,515   4,736       4,880       4,476   4,761       4,738   4,602   

crushings 1,689   1,734   1,873   1,886   1,901   2,055       2,092       2,165   2,141       2,204   2,235   

exports 1,317   1,638   1,842   1,942   2,166   2,134       1,752       1,679   2,266       2,158   2,045   

seed 89        97        96        97        105      104          88           97        101          102      102      

residual 8          10        50        18        41        5             39           11        (4)            -       20        

use, total 3,103   3,479   3,861   3,943   4,213   4,298       3,971       3,952   4,504       4,464   4,402   

ending stocks 141      92        191      198      302      438          909          524      257          274      200      

stox/use 4.54% 2.64% 4.95% 5.02% 7.17% 10.19% 22.89% 13.26% 5.71% 6.14% 4.54%

USA $ farm price 14.40$ 13.00$ 10.10$ 8.95$   9.47$   9.33$       8.48$       8.57$   10.80$     13.30$ 14.00$ 

bean exports in tonnes (mmt) 35.8 44.6 50.1 52.9 58.9 58.1 47.7 45.7 61.7 58.7 55.7
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The updated USA Export Pace Scorecard, in my opinion…looks like this, with soybeans having another 

huge week of loadings, and this table looks like beans should hit the USDA’s forecast with no issues, 

BUT…we do note that the current total loaded of 380 mil bu is about 40 mil bu behind last year at this 

time, which seems about right when we see the USDA is expecting this year’s USA bean exports to drop 

113 mil bu; the point is…we still have 44 weeks to go in this crop year for beans (and corn and milo). 

Corn loadings are NOT yet picking up, now showing corn needs about 45 mil bu, and wheat…still meh. 

So far, the Russian invasion of Ukraine has not brought any new export demand to the USA. Which is my 

major point of all the semi-nonsensical hype and discussion about the “Black Sea Export Corridor” …yes, 

it helps Ukraine, but that this Corridor is mainly for the benefit of Russia and Turkey, even though the 

“spin” is it’s preventing world starvation. In that regard, I do believe several very poor African countries 

are being hurt by the situation, but unfortunately maybe as expected, because when times get bad, the 

guys who get hurt the most are the ones who can’t afford it. 

WEEK 
ENDED 

(10/20/22) 

Weekly 
loadings 

Accumulated 
in season 

(FGIS) 

Estimated 
fudge 
factor 

Total 
loaded 

est* 

USDA 
projection 

Amount 
needed 

Weeks 
to go 

Bu per 
week 

needed 

Corn 16.6 165.0 60 174 2,150 1976 44 44.9 

Soybeans 94.6 375.0 30 380 2,045 1665 44 37.8 

All wheat 5.0 354.4 45 373 775 402 30 13.4 

Milo 2.8 8.4 5 9 185 176 44 4.0 

         

LAST WEEK         

Corn 18.5 148.3 60 156 2,150 1994 45 44.3 

Soybeans 106.1 279.3 30 283 2,045 1762 45 39.2 

All wheat 4.6 348.8 45 367 775 408 31 13.2 

Milo 1.1 5.4 5 6 185 179 45 4.0 

 

Here’s a Jan bean chart (maybe you noticed I rolled the weekly table to Jan beans instead of Nov), 

bumping into the old Blue Line.: 
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IF you’re needing some cash, treating blue lines as resistance and selling the rally ain’t all bad, but I 

admit, I’d probably sit on my beans to see if we can make some new Blue Numbers, like the July did this 

week. 

 

If ya have to sell something…how about corn? 

It’s a widely known story that USA corn exports so far this crop year are “struggling”. We can see it 

ourselves looking at the Export Pace on page 4. The slow pace of exports can be overcome but will have 

to get moving. The current pace is about 77% of last year’s at this time, and last year’s exports 

noticeably gained speed after Thanksgiving. The Mississippi River system needs more rain to float all 

boats… 

and we’ve mentioned the woeful lack of USA corn export Sales. Total commitments for the season are 

LESS THAN HALF compared to last year. 

I think, we must conclude…especially viewed with a strong US dollar because of higher interest rates, 

$7.00 corn futures plus a high basis = expensive US origin, FOB export corn. 

This is Dec corn, updated, showing same lines as last week: 

 

BUT…we need to move the red line, as the 11-Week Closing Table on page one says the $6.23 Red Line is 

rolling off the table, and the new Red Line becomes a double-bottom around $6.65, 40c higher., much 

easier to come into play, somewhat ominously.  

Also, I’m changing the trend line to a flatter, more current trend line, which looks to me like it is in play , 

now.  

So the updated technical picture looks like this, in a tight 25c range; hallway is around $6.77-78, which 

the Closing Table was where the last 3 weeks of September closed: 
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Anyway…how much corn have you sold, or not sold?  

Downside risk is the USDA continues to cut the USA corn export forecast…: 

 

 

So far, the South American outlook is mixed, too dry in Argentina but Brazil looking far-to-good. Also, its 

hard to guess what Ukraine’s corn crop will be next year; this year’s Ukrainian crop supply and demand 

situation is plenty debatable. 

I don’t think this coming WASDE shows major changes to the world corn situation. 
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If we try to guess, which way the next dollar move in corn will be, it’s difficult because this long-term 

weekly continuous chart says $6.81 is exactly halfway between $7.81 and $5.81: 

 

However, if one considers the opportunity to sell $6.81 is not really a common occurrence, then that 

should help a guy feel better about selling his corn. 

At the risk of embarrassing myself…(again?!), it sure sounds like I’m saying a guy can hang on to his 

beans but sell some corn going into this report, and then Thanksgiving…by then we’ll be talking about 

March ’23 corn, so might as well get it out on the table…this is Jan ’23 beans – H ’23 corn, already on a 

run, and I’m thinking I’m going with the upward momentum: 
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How about wheat? 

Well, we saw the USA export pace ain’t great…and export sales ain’t great either, but frankly, we’ve 

known that for a while. What we don’t know is…how the Black Sea situation is resolved, or even if the 

Black Sea situation is ever resolved. I personally think Turkey’s Erdogan has decided he’s going to 

aggressively help grain move, mainly including Russian wheat to Turkey. But the market may not realize 

that yet, and, I’m not sure what Putin has realized; any way, I doubt the market is ready to take away 

much of the war risk premium. 

Shifting gears…Wheat’s got a lot to do with…the weather. If this storm would have been 200 miles west, 

we’d probably open down the limit, but …it wasn’t, so we won’t worry about it. 

 

If this forecasted “rain event” was centered 500 miles south, we’d probably open down the limit, but it’s 

not, so I don’t think we’ll worry about it either: 
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Nominally, Gulf posted bids are down a nickel…will assume they’re not seeing big export demand. 

GULF     
date 12 pro ords diff  
11/4/2022 175 175 0  

10/28/2022 180 180 0  
10/21/2022 180 180 0  
10/14/2022 180 180 0  
10/7/2022 180 180 0  

 

 Posted basis bids in the country didn’t move much, although one area is up 20c(!). The flat price is up 

28c with the board, now averaging above $9.20 again: 

Date SE Colorado Chey. Wells Burlington Holyoke area Roggen area 

11/04 $8.73-$9.23 $9.03 $8.98-$9.03 $8.88-$8.98 $9.33-$9.83 

10/28 $8.45-$8.95 $8.75 $8.70-$8.75 $8.60-$8.70 $8.85-$9.55 

10/21 $8.68-$9.18 $8.98 $8.93-$8.98 $8.83-$8.93 $9.08-$9.78 

10/14 $8.72-$9.22 $9.02 $8.97-$9.02 $8.87-$8.97 $9.12-$9.82 

10/07 $8.89-$9.39 $9.19 $9.14-$9.19 $9.04-$9.14 $9.29-$9.99 

BASIS SE Colorado Chey. Wells Burlington  Holyoke  Roggen area 

11/04(Z) -80, -30 -50 -55, -50 -65, -55 -20, +30 

10/28(Z) -80, -30 -50 -55, -50 -65, -55 -40, +30 

10/21(Z) -80, -30 -50 -55, -50 -65, -55 -40, +30 

10/14(Z) -80, -30 -50 -55, -50 -65, -55 -40, +30 

10/07(Z) -80, -30 -50 -55, -50 -65, -55 -40, +30 

Date Concordia Salina Hutch/Wichita Ark City 

11/04(Z) -25 -25, -15 -46, -12 -49 

10/28(Z) -25 -25, -15 -46, -12 -49 

10/21(Z) -25 -25, -15 -46, -12 -49 

10/14(Z) -25 -25, -15 -48, -12 -49 

10/07(Z) -25 -25, -15 -48, -12 -49 

 

Posted bids at the Gulf and in the country are still against the Dec futures, although after this week of 

“the Index roll” …the “top step” will be shifting to the KC March (H23), but most of that wheat was sold 

at harvest, and the market’s focus is already on the new-crop.  
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Here’s KC July, and while it’s not really in play, we note the Red Line moved up to $8.69. The 

weather…maybe, possibly, might be…seeing more chances of rain popping up, but the war risk premium 

doesn’t take much to get revved up. Technically, the “official, original” Grain Corridor deal is set to 

expire Nov. 19, and even though I think Turkey keeps wheat flowing, it’s possible it doesn’t play out that 

way, which would push up the front-end, and help drag this back-end with it.  

 

I suspect we’ll see a reduction in South American wheat production estimates on this Wednesday’s 

WASDE update, but I don’t think that by itself will be a big market mover. No matter, we’ll continue to 

sit with about 25% of next year’s expected production sold. 

We’ll end with a look at the stock market, where we note the blue line is again rolling down closer to the 

market…mid-term elections this week probably won’t affect this chart: 

 

Have a good week; Stay Safe, and Slow Down on your way to vote Tuesday! 
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